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11. Note on Some Whitehead Products

By Yasutoshi NOMURA
College of General Education, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kenjiro SHOD.k, M. J. h., Jan. 12, 1974)

1. Introduction. For standard generators O e rq(Sn) the problem
whether Whitehead products [0, n] are 0 or not has been investigated
by various authors [1], [2], [7], [8]. In this note we are concerned with
the question whether [, ] e 6:7n+q_1(Sq) or not. Following the Toda
notation [13] our main result is stated as follows.

Theorem. [6,n] does not lie in the image of 6." 7n+q_l(Sq)
-->7n+q_l(Sn) for the following 6"

]n, n--0, 1 mod 4 and n>=5 2, n--O mod 4 ,n, n--l, 3 mod 8 and n
>__9 or n--0 mod 2 and n>__6 ,n, n--2 mod 4 and n>=6 an, n--1 mod 4
andn=>13 or n-0 mod 2 and n=>10; 8a,n-2 mod 4 and n_>_10; ,n
--1 mod 4 and n>__13; n, n--1 mod 4 and n>_13; /n, n--1 mod 4 and
n_>_13 pn, n--1 mod 4 and n>=21 , n--1 mod 4 and n>__21 Wn,

mod 4 and n=>21 ;/n, n--1 mod 4 and n>_21 5n, n-0 mod 2 and n>=6
n,n=l mod 4 and n>__25 or n--0 mod 2 and n>__8; ,n--0 mod2 and
n__>6 ,*, n-0 mod2 and n>= 18 a+,n-0,1 mod 4 and n>= 12 ]/+, n
--0 mod 4 and n>__12 ;nPn /1, n--0, 1 mod 4 and n20 ]n*/l, n--0 mod 4
and n_>_24; ]/n/l, n--0 mod 4 and n=>24.

Consequently, from a theorem of James [4] we may deduce
Corollary. There exist no Poincarg complexes of the form

(ShOeq+) [J e+q/, where 6 are elements exhibited in Theorem.

2. Special cases of Toda’s propositions. Some o the following
lemmas are obtained as corollaries of Propositions 11.10 and 11.11 of
Toda [13], but proofs may be given which are based on the results o
James [3], Kervaire [6] and Paechter [12].

Lemma 2.1. For n-- 0 mod 4, n_>_4, there exists rn_ e n_(Sn-)
suck that Er_=[,] and

Remark. This is obtained from Proposition 11.10, i) of [13] for
a--]n-. According to [13], [10] we may take r=,q], rT-----a’], v
r ]*’ mod E730(S14) and r9 ft.

Proof. Introduce the diagram
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72n_2(Sn-2) 72n_2(Sn-2)

7n(Rn_l) 72n_1(Sn-l) > 2n+l(Sn+l)

+(+,_)(_,_) (+,_) d (+,_)

(S-) (V+.)- (V+.)-

Z or Z Z or Z Z or 0

in which row and columns are exact and the diagram commutes up to
sign by James [3]. The values o homotopy groups of Stiefel manifolds
are taken rom Paechter [12]. We see that ] is bijective, hence we
may find t e +(R+, R_) with Gt=_. Since HEJ3t=O, there is
a t’ e _(S-) with Et’=EJ3t. Since E" _(S-)(S) is monic
by [_, _]-0, it ollows that r_=J3t--Et’ is what we wanted.

We now see rom the well known information of vector fields on
spheres that, if we write n+l=m.2.16 where m is oddS3 and
0<c<3 then there exists ,) e _,(S-"+9, 2_,+ p= +8d, such that
[ ]-E"--"-) and H(.-) 0 in S-.+) Special cases ofn-p+l x--n-p+l] 2n-k

this act are needed in the sequel.
Consider the bundles U+S+ and Sp+S+ with characteris-

tic classes y e z(U), y+ e +(Sp). In the light of the results o
Oguchi [11] and James-Whitehead [5] we may take for r) e (S) and
r()e +(S) (n" even) the images under Hopf-Whitehead homomor-4n 8n
phisms.

Lemma 2.2. For n even, r2) is of order 2 and -(1):[t2n+l, t2n+l],
k2n 4n
Remark. This lemma is related to Proposition 11.10, ii) of [13]

with a=tn-. According to [13, 10], we may take r)--7,
+s+*8,- .+ Note that 2n(R2n):(Z2)
or (Z2) by [6].

3.(3) [4n + 4n +Lemma 2.3. For n even, .,= 3] and H(r)=rv_,
where r= 1, 3.

Remark. According to [13], [9] we may take
+ G, [*,]=Eag.

Lemma 2.4. FornO rood 4, n4, 2+(U._)2+(U), 2+(U)
is cyclic with generator 2 and z2+(U_) is generated by u,’.-+ whose
image under the J-homomorphism is denoted by _2ez+($2-2).
Then E32_.=[2+, 2+] and H(2n-2)=v-.
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3. Proof of Theorem.
4k-2Proposition 3.1. Suppose that e q(S4+) satisfies s_s(E

:/:0, where q_Sk--4. If E" q+_(Sq-9-.q+_(Sq) is epic (e.g.,
q4k+2), then [fl,] 4kq+4_l(Sq).

Proof. We may write =Efl’. By Lemma 2.1, [fl, ]
E4k -2E4-2) Assume that E(4_[,]E-fl E(r,_ )

-E(v E(fl’a)). Then, since the kernel of E" q+4_2(S4-)oq+4_
coincides with [q($4-9, 4-], we have

r4-E4-2=4-E(fl’a) + [4-, t4-]E4-2, e q($4-9.
By taking the Hopf invariant of both sides, we have a contradiction
h_(E’-)=0.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose that 8 e zq(S4+) satisfies s_E4-8
2q+4_(Ss-l) (e.g. s_E4-80 and the order of each element of

q+4_(Ss-) equals 2 or is prime to that of ), where qSk-2. If
E" q+4_2(Sq-2) oq+4(Sq) is epic (e.g. q 4k +3), then [, 4+]
+4(S).

Proof. Assumethat [, 4+]=OE2a, a e q+4_2(Sq-2). Since [, 4+]
[t4+, E4--(()4-4+ --,-4 by Lemma 2.2 and since the kernel of

E" q+4_(S4)q+(S4+) is generated by [q($4),4], we have, for
with E2=,

r(,4- E(Sa) + [4, 4]Er, e 4_2(S-9.4k q+
S*-)Taking the Hopf invriant of both sides yields_E*-8 e 2=+_t

which contradicts our ssump%ion.

Proposition 3.3. SupBose E8 =(S) satisfies 2E-’80, where n
is even and qn+l. Then [Ea,] (Ea).=+_(Sg.

Proof. Assume [E8, ] (E8); then Ea’ for some
e =+_(S-). Tking the Hopf invriant, we get 2E-8=0.

Proposition 3.4. Len2 rood 4, n6. Then [, ] i=+(S+).
ProoL By Proposition 11.11, ii)of Toda [18], there is

e=+(S-) such that [i,]=E nd H()_. Assume
[i, t]=E a, which implies that there is an integer x such tt E

" by Lemm 2.2.--E(i_Ea) + x[a_,._,] E(i_Ea) + z(Ez_)a_
follows that

" *_Ea+ x:_<" _, + [_ _]+z[_ _]
for some integers nd z. This leads to eonradietion

_
x_a_=x(_+_) _a,_ for n10.
We now proeeed to prove the theorem. Tke =+ (k3) in

Proposition 8.1. Since any elemen of =_(S) is expressible s E
+x[,, ,], we see ha% E" =,,_(S-)=s(S*+) is epic Thus he
sertion for [,,] (k> 2) follows. The ese k=2 follows from the
that [, ] (Ea’), nd 0a0 (Ea’),+ o+ %. Applyin Proposition 8,1
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t/ (k:>6) and observing relations ]_3
=v-s+s-ss-2, -sZs-=4G-s, _sps_=a,_ss+4s+, _s_
=4v_s, _ps_=4s_s, the cases involving are settled.

We may apply Proposition 8.2 by taking for 0 4+ (kl), a4+1
(k3), W+a4+ (k3), 9a+ (k3), 4+ (k3), Z+ (k3), 4+ (k5),
+ (k5), p4+ (k5), a+p4+ (k5), w+ (k5), a+ (k6). Here
we note that s_s
=a-lZ+,, V- e 2+,(S-9 {2_}.

(.s+, k1 AssumeWe shall show that [,s+,sa+] e,s+,,+,w ,
[,s+, s+]=,s+a. Since [s, ] is of infinite order, we may write
a=E*a’, a’ e(SS). By Lemma 24, Evs_ E(s_Ea), and

+(S +) +,(S1-) 0 gives

1+(S-),+(S- ),+in which the kernel of the first E is generad by [,_, s_], so that
we get vs_=,sa_Ea’+x[,-,s-]. This is a contradiction, because
the Hopf invariant of the right hand side is 0.

(Ss+) k>l. AssumeNext we show that [,s+, s+]
that [,s+,s+]-,s+a. Since =+(Ss+) is finite, E" a+4(Ss+)
+(Ss+) is epic, hence a-Eta By Lemma 2.3, we have

() (S+) +(S8+) 0, it followsE (rS,l+)--E(,sEa’) Since z+ =Zl
that ().. =,sEa’ + x[, s] By taking the Hopf invariant, a con-Sk 16k +

tradiction arises.

Finally we show that, forn2 mod 4,n10, [Sa,] e 8a+(Sn+),
which completes the proof of the theorem. By Proposition 11.11, (ii)
of Toda [13] there exists e+a(S-) such that [San,n]=Efl, H(fl)
e {n-, 2ten_t, 8qn-t}, i.e., H()=n_ rood _u+t(S-a). Assume
that [Sa, tn]--E(8an_E), e n+(Sn+a). Then

Eft-E(Sa_Ea) mod {[’n-, -], [-, -]}.
(1)Since the indeterminacy is equal to {(ErL)n_, (Er_)e_} by Lemma

2.2, we get
2n -5=8an_Eqmod () E (Sn-) [n- n_]Un+(S )}[a-2 2n+

which leads to a contradiction in taking the Hopf invariant (Note that,
for n 10 (S1) (Z)).

Added in proof. Using Proposition 11.10, i)of [13] we can show
that, for Ea e q(Sn) of order 2 with _(E-la)0, where n 0 mod 4,
n+2GqG2n--5, we have [Ea,]e (Ea)n+q_(Sq). This may be ap-
plied to e (n16), G(n16), Z (n16), n (n20) and (n24).
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